
       Federal officials continue to track the unfolding energy crunch hitting the nation, and with energy prices      
increasing to levels not recorded in years, the Biden Administration is said to have quietly approached    
U.S. energy producers in recent weeks to ask for help, according to media reports published earlier this month. 
Reuters reported in mid-October that the White House was talking with domestic oil and gas companies     
about ways to address rising prices of gasoline and other fuel sources and resolve how to bring down energy 
prices in the United States. 
      The move follows more public pleas made to foreign producers and the Organization of the Petroleum      

Exporting Countries (OPEC) this summer when the White House pushed for greater oil production to boost global supplies and temper 
climbing prices of crude oil — though OPEC has declined such requests so far, this effort continues and as recent as Monday,     
October 18, the White House was still calling on OPEC to address global oil supply issues. Meanwhile natural gas prices this year have 
also surged, leading the White House to reportedly ask Russia to do more to produce energy. All the while, American households are 
having to navigate difficult pricing conditions, while concerns about the economy and inflation abound. 
      As President Joe Biden and his cabinet consider how to handle rising oil and gas prices, federal bureaucrats are left to engage 
America’s energy producers in what might otherwise be the most sensible answer to energy troubles, though regulators ironically      
have been weighing greater restrictions to fossil fuel development in the United States. Given the country still heavily depends on      
hydrocarbons to meet its energy needs, the White House needs to reconsider its policy strategies to help America handle its     
latest challenges with energy. Instead of jeopardizing America’s energy security and stifling domestic oil and gas output, the    
administration instead should promote U.S. energy leadership and encourage responsible development and production of America’s 
natural resources. 
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     One of Texas’ largest producers, Apache Corporation, in October said it has eliminated routine flaring across its U.S. onshore      
operations three months ahead of schedule. “In early 2021, we set out to eliminate routine flaring in U.S. onshore operations as part of 
our broader efforts to continuously reduce our environmental footprint,” John J. Christmann IV, CEO and president of the company      
commented on Monday, October 11. “We established an aggressive goal, and I am proud to announce we have achieved the goal 
ahead of schedule.” 
    As part of its environmental, social and governance (ESG) initiatives for 2021, Apache originally sought to end flaring in    
U.S. onshore operations by year’s end. As head of the company, Christmann thanked Apache’s dedicated team for working diligently      
to achieve its flaring goal early. “We attained the goal through a concentrated effort, which included communicating clear objectives 
along with adding compression and optimizing facilities so more gas could enter 
the gathering system for sale. Future wells in the U.S. onshore will not be brought 
online without adequate gas takeaway capacity,” said Christmann. 
      Apache, a subsidiary of APA Corporation, cited investments made prior to 
2021 by the company supporting construction of infrastructure and two new         
natural gas pipelines, which it said was critical to being able to move gas to               
market and significantly reduce the practice of flaring for operators throughout 
the Permian Basin. 
       In addition to its ambitious flaring reductions, the company is also seeking to 
lower its overall flaring intensity to less than 1 percent of the gas it produces             
in 2021, as well as working to optimize the efficiency of its operations, eliminating                
equipment leaks and continuing to pursue reductions of greenhouse gas emissions.  
       “Our collective challenge as an industry is reducing emissions while continuing 
to deliver the abundant, reliable energy the world needs. We are committed to the responsible production of natural gas and oil and 
helping to elevate people around the globe to higher standards of living,” Christmann emphasized. 
      Christmann touched on Apache’s ambitious environmental goals while presenting to TIPRO members at the association’s recent 
2021 Summer Conference, held in early September. During his remarks to TIPRO, Christmann encouraged other oil and gas companies 
to make their own commitments to help the industry become better about lowering its carbon footprint and lead by example to achieve 
sustainability targets. 

Texas producer and TIPRO member Apache Corp. ends routine flaring at U.S. onshore operations

Photo courtesy of Apache Corporation



TIPRO members, 
       It is hard to believe that it has now been eight months since Winter Storm Uri swept through Texas. After 
the devastating arctic blast hit the Lone Star State in February, government leaders, regulators, energy 
providers and oil and gas producers have taken significant actions to better prepare for the future, fortify the 
electricity grid and natural gas supply chain and ensure that the power will remain on for Texans the next time 
a severe weather system blows through the state. Meaningful reforms were passed by the Texas Legislature 
during the 87th Regular Legislative Session earlier this year while other important measures are being                            
followed by industry to prepare for the winter season and ensure that natural gas keeps flowing even in the 
harshest winter conditions. 
      When Winter Storm Uri impacted Texas, as many of our members recall, natural gas facilities around           
the state lost power, resulting in significant problems in the midst of the weather emergency. The situation, 
which could have in some regards been avoided, left Texans facing service disruption during February’s                             
great freeze. As TIPRO producers have told me, back in February when frigid weather gripped Texas, many were able to continue to 
operate up until they lost reliable power, which consequently led to production being shut-in or temporarily shut-down and partially      
contributed to Texas’ energy emergency. 
       To address this issue, officials have worked in the months since Winter Storm Uri to develop policies that designate certain natural 
gas entities as critical during an energy emergency, as specified under Senate Bill 3 and House Bill 3648 passed by the 87th Legislature. 
Companies have been working aggressively to map their natural gas wells, facilities and other elements of their natural gas    
supply chain systems to identify critical components so they can alert power utilities in the future not to cut electricity to them in the 
event of rotating outages. 
        In conjunction with such efforts, pursuant to legislation approved by state lawmakers, the Texas Railroad Commission is implementing 
rules that will help strengthen the state’s energy supply and ready our system for future weather emergencies. The commission is      
proactively checking with gas facility and gas pipeline operators to ensure they are equipped to operate during extreme weather      
conditions, should they occur. In addition to following steps to assess operator preparedness and encourage operational best practices, 
the commission is also working to get operators to complete the Application for Critical Load Serving Electric Generation and     
Cogeneration and update their information with electric utilities so that power may be maintained in a severe weather event. Companies 
who know they operate critical facilities within the gas supply chain have requested critical designation, which will prevent their power 
from being turned off and will go a long way to prevent disruption to gas fuel supplies during a future weather emergency. Along with 
the critical designation of priority electric and gas facilities, the electric and gas industries are working together to develop a tiered system 
of prioritization for critical facilities that will be used to inform future load shedding plans.    
        Strategies are also being implemented at the state level to improve collaboration and communication among authorities and officials 
during weather emergencies. This will allow our state to correct critical gaps in our system and prevent breakdowns that    
happened during Winter Storm Uri from ever happening again.  
      Oil and gas companies meanwhile are continuing their ongoing weatherization to allow for functioning during all types of weather 
events. Members of TIPRO, for instance, report the installation of barriers like wind walls around compressor stations to limit the ability 
of the wind to contribute to freezing equipment (these walls are removed in the warmer summer months so that wind can be utilized to 
help cool compressors). Members are also building roofs over compressors that will provide shade in the summer and protection      
from the elements in the winter, as well as placing temporary insulation on key equipment at facilities to keep them from freezing, making 
other equipment upgrades and introducing methanol drips to lower the freeze point for gas, to name a few other examples of efforts      
to weatherize.    
      We continue to see reports inaccurately portraying what occurred during Winter Storm Uri and attacking both industry and the      
Texas Railroad Commission, which is counterproductive. We know the facts and Texas producers are stepping up to make the     
investments necessary to operate in every season and keep up power generation. This, combined with other changes underway, will 
ensure that our state’s system is prepared the next time we face an emergency weather event.  
       Regards, 
       Ed Longanecker 
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President’s message

Ed Longanecker

TIPRO CALENDAR OF EVENTS
JANUARY 12, 2022 

HOUSTON — IPAA/TIPRO 
Leaders in Industry Luncheon. 
For information, please email  

adoremus@ipaa.org.

NOVEMBER 16, 2021 
HOUSTON — IPAA/TIPRO/HPF 
Leaders in Industry Luncheon. 
For information, please email  

adoremus@ipaa.org.

FEBRUARY 9, 2022 
HOUSTON — IPAA/TIPRO 

Leaders in Industry Luncheon. 
For information, please email  

adoremus@ipaa.org.

Fort Worth attorney John Scott named Texas’ newest secretary of state 
     On Thursday, October 21, Texas Governor Greg Abbott announced the appointment of John Scott to serve as the next Texas      
secretary of state. Scott, an attorney from Fort Worth, holds over 33 years of legal experience, previously served as deputy attorney 
general for civil litigation for then-Attorney General Greg Abbott.  As secretary of state, he now becomes chief election officer for Texas, 
and will also be a senior advisor and liaison to the governor for Texas border and Mexican affairs.

https://www.worldoil.com/news/2021/10/20/op-ed-setting-the-record-straight-on-efforts-to-prepare-for-next-texas-weather-emergency
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Railroad Commission exceeds Texas Legislature’s targets for oil and gas inspections
      State energy regulators said this month that government-run oil and gas inspection programs continue to outperform, exceeding      
annual performance goals established by the Texas Legislature. The Texas Railroad Commission reported that during Fiscal Year 2021, 
it surpassed legislative targets for a broad range of inspection categories concerning oil and gas; intrastate pipelines, the alternative 
fuels LNG, CNG and LPG; and surface mining of coal. The commission, for instance, cited performance metrics such as the 308,922 
oil and gas well and facility inspections made in the last fiscal year, though the legislature mandated 189,367 inspections be executed 
at wells and facilities. The agency also noted that of the goal for district offices to perform 1,199 oil and gas well and facility inspections, 
on average, staff at district offices conducted an average 1,816 oil and gas well and facility inspections. 
    “I am proud to say that our dedicated staff continues to meet these challenges and others that have come our way and    
have excelled,” said Wei Wang, executive director of the Railroad Commission. “Throughout all of this, lawmakers have maintained 
their high expectations for the Railroad Commission to protect all Texans, and we would not want it any other way.” 
     Inspections are critical to ensuring compliance with statewide rules designed to prevent pollution and dangerous situations that      
could affect residents and communities, and provide a safety net to allow Texans the luxury of such activities as weekend barbecuing 
with the use of propane, explained the commission. The agency has managed to exceed the Texas Legislature’s goals for inspections 
despite the global pandemic that impacted the agency’s operations and its regulated community. 

Governor Abbott makes appointments for the State Energy Plan Advisory Committee 
     In mid-October, Texas Governor Greg Abbott announced new members of the State Energy Plan Advisory Committee. The     
governor’s appointments include Castlen Moore Kennedy, vice president of communications and public affairs for the Apache Corporation 
and member of the Texas Independent Producers & Royalty Owners Association (TIPRO). Other committee members are energy and 
power industry consultant Joel Mickey, Oncor Vice President Daniel Hall and Lower Colorado River Authority General Manager Phil 
Wilson, who the governor has also named as chairman of the advisory panel. 
      The State Energy Plan Advisory Committee was created under Senate Bill 3, signed into law this past June by the governor. The 
committee is composed of political appointees by the governor, lieutenant governor and speaker of the House, and tasked with preparing 
a comprehensive state energy plan by September 2022.

Special election runoff for House District 118 set for November 2nd

       The special election runoff to fill the vacant seat for District 118 in the Texas House of Representatives will take place on Tuesday, 
November 2, Texas Governor Greg Abbott announced earlier this month. The runoff will allow constituents the opportunity to elect a 
new state representative to complete the unexpired term of former Representative Leo Pacheco (D-San Antonio), who at the end of 
summer left office to teach at San Antonio College. 
     House District 118 is located in Bexar County, southeast of San Antonio. A special election conducted at the end of September      
included five candidates hoping to represent the district at the state’s capitol in Austin. Republican John Lujan and Democrat Frank 
Ramirez emerged as leading vote-getters in the special election, though neither secured more than 50 percent of the vote, leading to 
the November 2nd runoff. Notably, Lujan, a former firefighter and business owner, briefly represented House District 118 in 2016     
after winning a special election that year. Ramirez is a former zoning and planning director for the San Antonio City Council. 
    Though District 118 has been Democratic-leaning in the past, Republicans are pushing to flip the seat and make gains in     
South Texas ahead of the 2022 election cycle. The Republican National Committee has cast the election for House District 118 as a "rebuke" 
of President Joe Biden's policies in Texas. The Texas Democratic Party meanwhile is urging party unity behind Ramirez in the runoff.  
      Early voting for the special runoff election began on Monday, October 18 and will run through October 29.  
     The runoff election coincides with the state’s constitutional amendment election, also happening on November 2, 2021. Eight      
proposed amendments to the Texas Constitution will appear on the November 2nd ballot, focused on religious services, eligibility     
requirements for judges, county infrastructure and more. TIPRO members may review additional information about each proposed      
constitutional amendment at: https://bit.ly/3iULiJS.

Texas Railroad commissioners appoint five members to Texas Energy Reliability Council
        In October, the three leaders of the Railroad Commission of Texas named five new members to the Texas Energy Reliability Council 
(TERC) to represent different segments of the state’s natural gas industry on the advisory committee. The Railroad Commission     
appointees to TERC are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      TERC was formalized under legislation adopted this year (Senate Bill 3) to “ensure that the energy and electric industries in this 
state meet high priority human needs and address critical infrastructure concerns” and to “enhance coordination and communication in 
the energy and electric industries in this state.” Newly appointed members join Railroad Commission Chairman Wayne Christian, officials 
from other agencies and other representatives appointed to serve by the Public Utility Council (PUC). As TIPRO reported in the     
October 7th TIPRO Target newsletter, the governor has also recently announced his initial appointments for TERC.  

• Jason Herrick, president of Pantera Energy, representing the operation of wells producing natural gas; 
• Grant Ruckel, vice president for government affairs at Energy Transfer, representing pipelines; 
• Danny Wesson, executive vice president of operations for Diamondback, representing injection and storage of produced water; 
• Graham Bacon, executive vice president and chief operating officer of Enterprise Products, representing gas processing; and, 
• Keith Wall, director of regulatory affairs for Southern Gas Operations at CenterPoint Energy, representing local gas distribution   
  companies.

https://bit.ly/3iULiJS
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White House moves to change NEPA policies
      The Biden Administration is pushing for another regulatory overhaul of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), only a year 
after policy changes were finalized to the environmental law by former President Donald Trump. The White House Council on     
Environmental Quality (CEQ) announced on October 6th its proposal to restore three core procedural provisions of NEPA regulations 
that were in effect for decades before being modified in 2020. The reforms would restore durability and regulatory certainty, said the 
CEQ, as well as cut down on legal conflict. 
     NEPA is used by federal regulators to guide environmental reviews of major infrastructure projects like pipelines and highways.     
Last July, the Trump White House finalized changes to NEPA with hopes of streamlining environmental reviews that U.S. industries      
had complained could take years to complete. In addition to slashing timelines for government reviews of projects, NEPA rollbacks from 
the Trump Administration also removed requirements to consider climate change before officials signed off on a project. 
     Though then President Donald Trump pursued reform of NEPA to “reduce the web of needless bureaucracy holding back U.S.      
citizens,” his rewrite of the NEPA environmental law was met with criticism and subjected to a range of legal challenges in the court      
system. The 2020 changes also caused implementation challenges for agencies, said the Biden White House. As such, the Biden      
Administration is now looking to make the following changes to NEPA: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      “The basic community safeguards we are proposing to restore would help ensure that American infrastructure gets built right the 
first time, and delivers real benefits – not harms – to people who live nearby,” said CEQ Chair Brenda Mallory. “Patching these holes in 
the environmental review process will help reduce conflict and litigation and help clear up some of the uncertainty that the previous      
administration’s rule caused.” 
        Additional changes to NEPA by the White House are anticipated, as the CEQ indicated that the initial revisions put forth this month 
were only part of “Phase 1,” with a set of broader “Phase 2” changes planned to the NEPA regulations in the coming months. 
     Regarding the proposed NEPA changes by the White House, U.S. House Committee on Natural Resources Ranking Member      
Bruce Westerman (R-Arkansas), House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure Ranking Member Sam Graves (R-Missouri), 
and U.S. Representative Garret Graves (R-Louisiana) released a joint statement warning that plans to scale back critical NEPA     
reforms made by the previous administration will set back efforts to improve America’s infrastructure and manage the nation’s     
public lands and waters. “CEQ’s actions move us in the wrong direction by proposing a rule that will create more infrastructure project 
delays, exacerbate catastrophic wildfires, prevent the responsible stewardship of America’s natural resources, impose burdensome      
regulations on job creators and throw up new obstacles to improvements that would have positive impacts for our environment.     
We strongly encourage CEQ to reconsider this proposal.” 

Texas congressional delegation sends letter supporting USMCA provisions benefit producers
       A bipartisan, bicameral letter was sent this week by leaders in the Texas congressional delegation to U.S. Ambassador to Mexico 
Ken Salazar encouraging the United States to engage with senior Mexican officials and ensure fair trade for Texas energy and agriculture 
producers. Congress members noted in their outreach to Ambassador Salazar specific concerns regarding violations by Mexico to      
the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), citing discriminatory actions that have been made against American energy 
producers that have meanwhile favored SOEs [state owned enterprises]. “These actions violate the spirit and letter of the USMCA and 
need to be addressed,” underscored the federal lawmakers.  
       See the full letter here: https://bit.ly/3nfvAdB. 

• Restore the requirement that federal agencies evaluate all the relevant environmental impacts of the decisions they are making. 
This proposed change would make clear that agencies must consider the “direct,” “indirect,” and “cumulative” impacts of a      
proposed decision, including by evaluating a full range of climate change impacts and assessing the consequences of releasing 
additional pollution in communities that are already overburdened by polluted air or dirty water. 
• Restore the full authority of agencies to work with communities to develop and analyze alternative approaches that could      
minimize environmental and public health costs. This would give agencies the flexibility to determine the “purpose and need” 
of a proposed project based on a variety of factors, and allow regulators work with project proponents and communities to mit-
igate or avoid environmental harms by analyzing common sense alternatives. The 2020 NEPA rule limited federal agencies’ 
ability to develop and consider alternative designs or approaches that do not fully align with the stated goals of the project’s 
sponsor, often a private company.  
• Establish CEQ’s NEPA regulations as a floor, rather than a ceiling, for the environmental review standards that federal agencies 
should be meeting. This would restore the ability of federal agencies to tailor their NEPA procedures, consistent with the CEQ 
NEPA regulations, to help meet the specific needs of their agencies, the public and stakeholders.

Diamondback Energy recognized with governor’s award for outstanding corporate volunteering 
        Independent oil and natural gas company Diamondback Energy, a member of the Texas Independent Producers & Royalty Owners 
Association, was honored this month as a recipient of the 38th annual Governor’s Volunteer Awards for the company’s exemplary      
volunteerism and measurable contributions to Texas communities. The Midland-based company was selected for the governor’s     
Corporate Volunteering Champion Award for its company culture of giving back.  
     Diamondback Energy leaders and employees are encouraged to actively serve on boards that support the work of educating      
students, providing adequate facilities, technology, and safety for public schools, and building up the local workforce. In addition to their 
support of education, the Diamondback Energy team also assists local non-profit Keep Midland Beautiful with efforts to keep the city 
growing and green. Since the start of 2020, the company has contributed about 430 hours of service and over $5.2 million dollars to the 
Permian Basin community. 

https://bit.ly/3nfvAdB
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U.S. House Energy and Commerce Committee asks energy secretary to address rising energy costs
      While Americans are bracing for the approaching winter season amid soaring energy prices, 26 members of Congress have      
approached U.S. Secretary of Energy Jennifer Granholm and asked for her to explain what actions the Energy Department is taking     
before winter hits to prepare the country for high energy prices that could have ripple effects in conjunction with potential supply      
disruptions. A letter sent in mid-October to Secretary Granholm by a group of Republicans from the House Energy and Commerce      
Committee outlined serious concerns of the developing energy situation, which has American households facing steep energy bills to 
keep lights on and heat their homes in the months to come. Several Texas congressmen signed onto the letter, including    
U.S. Representatives Michael Burgess (R-Lewisville) who sits on Energy and Commerce’s Subcommittee on Energy and Dan     
Crenshaw (R-Houston) who serves on the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Environment and Climate.  
     “As Secretary of Energy, your primary responsibility is strengthening and protecting the nation’s energy security. Millions of     
Americans depend on reliable and affordable supplies of these fossil-based fuels for home heating, electricity, transportation,    
manufacturing, and agriculture. Additionally, as you know, energy price increases are also passed along in many goods and services, 
stretching family and household budgets, and exacerbating energy poverty,” reads the letter.   
    “While we understand that global supply chain disruptions and demand shocks related to the COVID-19 pandemic have    
influenced domestic prices, we are deeply concerned that the Administration’s anti-fossil fuel agenda is significantly contributing to 
higher bills for American families and businesses,” the letter continues. “On his first day in office, President Biden revoked the permit for 
the Keystone XL pipeline and imposed a moratorium on fossil energy development on Federal lands and waters. In recent comments, 
you indicated that [the Energy Department] could respond to high gasoline prices by releasing emergency oil reserves from the     
Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) or reinstate the ban on crude oil exports that Congress repealed on a bipartisan basis in 2015. 
These actions and statements, combined with the administration’s goals to increase further environmental regulations and    
mandate economy-wide net-zero greenhouse gas emissions, have a chilling effect on domestic energy infrastructure investments      
and supplies.” 
        To help lawmakers understand impacts of higher energy prices to the economy, inflation and Americans, the members in their letter 
have asked Secretary Granholm to provide Congress with the following information:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       TIPRO members may read the full letter sent to Secretary Granholm at: https://bit.ly/3FZbHAb.

American households to pay more this winter on energy bills, forecasts government agency
      With energy prices hitting multi-year highs, the federal government is warning that American consumers are likely to have to pay 
more this winter on their heating bills. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) outlined its forecast for energy expenditures 
from October through March for residential households in the agency’s new Winter Fuels Outlook report, released this month, saying 
increases in wholesale energy prices are being passed through to consumers, who should anticipate higher costs for fuel this winter. 
According to energy experts at the EIA, compared with last winter’s heating costs, U.S. households are projected to spend approximately 
54 percent more for propane, 43 percent more for heating oil, 30 percent more for natural gas, and 6 percent more for electric heating.       

U.S. households will spend even more on    
energy bills if the weather is colder than    
expected, the EIA added.  
    “As we have moved beyond what we    
expect to be the deepest part of the   
pandemic-related economic downturn,  
growth in energy demand has generally   
outpaced growth in supply,” said EIA Acting 
Administrator Steve Nalley. “These dynamics 
are raising energy prices around the world.” 
  Circumstances translate into larger  
household bills for energy this winter,   
explained Nalley. This will have the biggest 
impact on low-income families, who will   
face higher energy burdens and have to    
devote larger portions of their paycheck to 
cover basic energy costs in an already   
challenging economic environment following 
the coronavirus pandemic. 

• Describe what specific actions the department is currently taking, or planning to take in the immediate future, to address energy 
prices and supply shortages ahead of the upcoming winter. 
• Provide the Energy Department’s current analysis and projections for residential and commercial electricity and fuel prices for the 
upcoming winter months. 
• Provide an assessment of recent executive actions, federal policies and any regulations that may be causing or contributing to      
energy price increases. 
• Provide to the committee monthly updates forecasting, in six- and twelve-month increments, the best available information on      
residential energy price trends, rate impacts on low-income households, and department actions to mitigate energy price increases.
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https://bit.ly/3FZbHAb
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     XTO Energy, a member of the Texas Independent Producers & Royalty Owners Association (TIPRO), recently completed the      
world’s first fully automated land drilling rig, marking a momentous milestone for the future of energy development. Working with      
Nabors Industries, a leading provider of advanced technology for the energy industry, XTO Energy deployed the  PACE®-R801 rig at a 
a test pad in Midland County, Texas, using Nabors’ proprietary Smart Suite of automated drilling software with Canrig® robotics,      
creating an unmanned rig floor that removes crews from red zone areas and delivers consistent, predictable drilling performance.      
XTO, a subsidiary of ExxonMobil, said it has contracted PACE®-R801 to drill three horizontal wells as part of its own R&D efforts      
and commitment to safe, efficient and responsible operations. 
       This first well was drilled to a total measured depth of 19,917 feet, reported the company. “ExxonMobil’s collaboration with Nabors 
in deploying this automated rig in Midland demonstrates the ability to optimize drilling using the combined power of robotics, automation, 
computing, and data,” remarked Jason Gahr, operations manager for unconventional drilling at ExxonMobil. “This is a great example of 
enhancing the safety, efficiency and environmental performance of our operations through innovative technologies.” 
        Though automation and digitalization technologies have a heightened role on the PACE®-R801 rig, according to Nabors, crew size 
is similar to other rigs manned by the service company, while duties are different. One driller is required to supervise the operations of 
the rig while others continue to perform essential tasks, such as service, maintenance, inspections and rig moves. Importantly, no longer 
are crews in red zone areas, said the company. The advanced rig and technologies provide reskilling opportunities for Nabors employees 
and the broader industry workforce. 
     “There’s nothing else in the world like the PACE-R801 concept rig. Its combination of advanced automation, digitalization and      
robotics represents a trifecta solution for an industry pursuing the highest levels of safety, efficiency and environmental performance in 
order to attain ESG goals,” said Anthony Petrello, chairman, president and CEO of Nabors.  

Texas-based oil and gas company donates over 55,000 trees through annual Tree Grant Program
        Apache Corporation, a subsidiary of APA Corporation and member of TIPRO, announced in October the company has donated 
more than 55,000 trees to 66 non-profit organizations through the company's annual Tree Grant Program. Now in its 16th year, Apache’s 
Tree Grant Program works with partners dedicated to planting and caring for trees in communities located close to its U.S. operating 
areas. Over the summer, Apache accepted applications to its tree program before announcing the final grant recipients of this year’s 
program this Fall. Plantings from this year’s grants begin this month and will continue through May 2022.  
      “Our Tree Grant Program helps us contribute to enhancing community and public green spaces, conserving natural habitats, and 
beautifying neighborhoods in the areas where we live and work,” said John J. Christmann IV, Apache's chief executive officer and president.  

        Since the Tree Grant Program’s launch in 2005, the oil and gas 
company reports it has donated over 4.8 million trees to more   
than 900 non-profit organizations and government agencies in     
17 total states. The 2021-2022 grant recipients cover a range     
of important causes and initiatives, noted Apache, such as    
conservation projects managed by the Big Bend Conservation     
Alliance in West Texas, and wildlife habitat preservation in South 
Texas through the Friends of the Wildlife Corridor, to name a few. 
     Exploration Green Conservancy, a community green space  and 
stormwater retention facility in Houston, Texas, is one of the    
recipients from this year’s Apache Tree Grant Program and is 
working to convert an abandoned golf course into a green space 
for nature and area residents. “Apache's donation of 100 native 
trees will allow us to create a wooded area from what is now an 
open field, increasing the biological diversity and providing    
habitat for migrating birds and other wildlife species," said    
Exploration Green Conservancy Vice Chairman David Sharp. 
     In addition to neighborhood beautification and wildlife habitat 
preservation, groups often request trees to support a range of 
other conservation efforts, such as reforestation in areas affected 
by natural disasters. 

NARO-Texas hosts town hall for royalty owners
    The Texas chapter of the National Association of Royalty     
Owners (NARO) will host a town hall in Midland on November 10, 
2021. At the meeting, attendees will hear updates on royalty owner 
issues from NARO-Texas Chapter President John B Collier, V,    
NARO National Board President Wade Caldwell, and NARO   
Executive Director Jack Fleet, along with special guest Jason Isaac 
from Life:Powered, who will present on “Don’t Tread on My Mineral 
Rights: Fighting Energy Discrimination by Wall Street Financial 
Institutions.” Registration is now open at https://bit.ly/3vrYACC.

Thursday 
November 11TH
Ranchland Hills Golf Club, Midland TX
Register at www.Naro-Us.org/event-4459690

MIDLAND, TX 11•11•2021

TeamPlay
$500 4 Players

SoloPlay
1 Player$150

Includes Hole Signage

HoleSponsor
$750 4 Players

Includes Hole 
Signage

WEDNESDAY 

NOVEMBER 10TH 

Town Hall Meeting
Register at www.Naro-Us.org/event-4460790

Come For The 
Town Hall,  

Stay For The 
Tournament

For over 41 years the National Association Of Royalty Owners (NARO) has 
provided support, advocacy and education for the empowerment of mineral and 
royalty owners on both the state and national level across the country.

https://www.naro-us.org/event-4460790
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“Eastland appellate court considers meaning of ‘leased premises’”

hfblaw.com
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                    That’s true  representation.
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       On October 7, 2021, the Eastland Court of Appeals held in King Operating v. Double Eagle Andrews that all lands included within 
the definition of “leased premises” in a granting clause are not necessarily considered part of the “leased” premises” for habendum 
clause purposes when the lessor does not own the executive rights in all of the tracts comprising such “leased premises.” 
      The lessors in King Operating executed an oil and gas lease that purported to cover four tracts of land in Scurry County, Texas 
(“Lease 1”). However, the lessors did not own the executive rights (i.e., the rights to execute an oil and gas lease) in one of the four 
tracts (“Tract One”). The original lessee also entered into a separate lease with the owner of the executive rights in Tract One (“Lease 
2”). Lease 2 only covered Tract One. The successor-in-interest to the original lessee (“King”) drilled a producing well on Tract One within 
the primary term, but not the other three tracts (“Tracts 2-4”). The habendum clause of Lease 1 provided that the lease continued      
beyond the primary term so long as oil and gas were “produced in paying quantities from the leased premises.”  
        After the primary term, the lessors in Lease 1 executed a new lease that included portions of Tracts 2-4. King filed a permit application 
with the Texas Railroad Commission to drill a well on Tracts 2-4 pursuant to its rights under Lease 1. However, the new lessee     
protested the permit application, and a lawsuit ensued.  King contended that, because Tract One was included within the definition of 
“leased premises” in the granting clause, the habendum clause (which also included the term “leased premises”) should likewise be 
read to include production from Tract One. The new lessee argued that the lessor did not own the executive rights in Tract One and     
thus could not convey any development rights in Tract One. As a result, the habendum clause should not be read to include Tract One.  
        The Eastland Court of Appeals agreed with the new lessee. The court noted that the granting clause in Lease 1 only covered those 
tracts in which a leasehold interest was actually granted—not Tract One. The court then stated that all references to the “leased      
premises” must be read consistently throughout the lease, including in the habendum clause. In short, the court reasoned that “the 
parties intended for the term ‘leased premises’ to refer to those tracts of land that were covered by [Lease 1], which were those tracts 
of land in which the [lessors] actually conveyed a leasehold interest. Therefore, the court found that the habendum clause required      
production in paying quantities from those tracts actually conveyed for the lease to continue beyond the primary term.  
     The King decision may be vulnerable on appeal to the Texas Supreme Court, to the extent the Supreme Court decides that the      
definition of “leased premises” used by the parties in the granting clause (which includes Tract One) is controlling. The “plain,     
grammatical” meaning of the lease terms are generally “the decisive factor” in Texas law. Here, however, the Eastland Court of Appeals 
found that the plain, grammatical reading could not overcome the presumption that “identical words used in different parts of the same 
instrument should generally be given the same meaning.”  
       Michael Reer is a shareholder with the firm of Harris, Finley & Bogle, P.C. and may be reached at mreer@hfblaw.com. The case is 
King Operating Corp. v. Double Eagle Andrews, LLC, No. 11-19-0036, 2021 WL 4598819 (Tex. App.-Eastland, Oct. 7, 2021).   
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Hart Energy’s Executive Oil Conference & Exhibition will return to its 
standard in-person format November 3-4, 2021 at the Midland County 
Horseshoe Arena.  In addition, the Carbon Management Forum* will 
precede the conference on November 3.

*Separate or combination registration required
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